Q1 Do you think classrooms have sufficient number of benches, fans and tube-lights?

Q2 Is your classroom clean?

Q3 Do you think your classroom and laboratory has sufficient light and ventilation?

Looking into percentile response of the students majority of them are happy with cleanliness and ambience observed in the classrooms and associated facilities like electricity, no. of benches, light etc.. Some discrepancies observed may be due to less utilization of a particular section of college which will be promptly looked into.
Q4 Do you think laboratories in the college are well equipped and maintained?

Q5 Do you find the laboratory staff helpful?

Nurturing curious minds can only be achieved through practical application and as the college understands these needs special care has been taken to design, implicate and develop laboratories according to different streams in science and arts. College has been diligently maintaining and upgrading in terms of newer techniques and the same can be seen from the satisfied students quo who have benefitted from it. The staff responsible for the maintenance are painstakingly working to keep the atmosphere healthy and aid students.
Q6 Do you think the facilities in girls/boys common room are satisfactory?

Common room is like a recreational place for the students where they can enjoy free time in between their schedule. The survey brings our attention to dissatisfaction in this particular area for which necessary actions will be implemented.
Q7 Are the washrooms clean?

Every floor in the college building has washrooms taking strength of the students in consideration. Maintenance staff cleans the washroom twice a day owing to the usage.
College prides in having a remarkable collection of 7000+ books in a wide array of academics, fiction, periodicals, text books etc to enrich students. In accordance to meet requirements, books in high demands are available in multiple copies so maximum students can take advantage of the same. College also provides a clean, peaceful reading room. The staff is helpful in assessing with books and encourage students to visit library often.
Q11 Do you use internet hub in the library?

Q12 Are you satisfied with the facility of internet hub?

In a world practically based on computer-based applications and programmes, the internet hub facility has been identified as a prime requirement and accordingly, the hub facility is available to the students for literature survey. College is the registered member of INFLIBNET-NLIST database. It facilitates access to 6,000+ e-journals and 30,000,000+ e-books. Also, the library is automated with the latest technology using SLIM (Software for Library Information Management).

However, survey reviews that not many students take advantage of this facility. One of the reasons could be that maximum students being first learners are hesitant or need encouragement and motivation to take the step. As now it has been identified impromptu steps will be taken to mentor the students.
Q13 Do you get various certificates/documents (Such as bonafides certificates, Railway concession etc.) required from the college within reasonable period of time?

Documents like certificates and concession need a span of time to undergo verification and processing for which students need to apply in advance in order to delay submission of the same elsewhere. Staff responsible for handling these matters have been observed to be responsibly good to tend the need of students. However certain amount of students have shared a different experience for which necessary steps will be taken into account.
Q14 What is the attitude of college office staff towards the students?  
Q15 Do you find the examination staff helpful?

Student welfare is always considered a priority owing to which the staff, be it staff of exam section or college office are always willing to help and solve student query. Timely notices, instructions, time tables, Do's and Don'ts are put up. Student staff rapport on an average seems to be reasonable and satisfactory resulting in smooth functioning of the college exams and other activities.
Canteen is an area which suffices good quality food at a reasonable value understanding student requirements. We privy in providing quality food in hygienic conditions and in a good environment. However it has been observed that with shifting trends in cuisines students always find a need to try something new and hence survey results suggest on adding some more pleasing instant menus.
Q20 Do you find facilities in the gymkhana for indoor/outdoor games satisfactory?

Q21 Do you find the gymkhana staff helpful?

Gymkhana is a place where students get to explore extracurricular activities like sports, cultural activities etc. Survey responses suggest that there needs to be an upgradation in kind of activities held in or by gymkhana so that students get maximum benefit of it.
Q22 Are you aware of the extra-curricular activities/programmes conducted by the college?

Q23 The extra-curricular activities/programmes are:

College every year holds a fest called as ‘VALAY’ where students from all the faculties show their potential in extra-curricular activities by participating in different events of singing, dancing, plays, instruments, fashion shows, competitions like master chef, mehndi etc. Also every year college organizes fun fair where students get a small glimpse of how small scale business run by putting up stalls of various kinds.